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Abstract Internet search technology, used to find informat ion, is only two decades old. However, it has become a
cornerstone of the Internet economy. In 2012, the number of Internet users in the United States exceeded 245 million with the
average user performing about 1,500 searches last year. Accordingly, the industry is wo rth more than $780 billion worldwide.
Queries returned using current search technology can produce results containing conflicting info rmation, redundant and
irrelevant data, and even data that arises erroneous. This is a result of search technologies that typically do not attempt to
integrate results of a query. This research directly addresses these problems by introducing "Intelligent Internet Search
Technology using a Novel Genetic Algorith m and A Service-Oriented Architecture". The proposed research project defines
three specific goals. First, develop ment of an Internet search technology system that presents an innovative solution that
significantly reduces contradiction and irrelevancy of search results. The four (4) major co mponents of the system are: a
search engine system, an informat ion ext raction sub-system, an informat ion retrieval sub-system, and genetic algorith m for
data clustering. Second, development of a novel genetic algorithm (GA ) that optimizes document-query similarity. Th is
algorith m eliminates irrelevant information and redundancy for data clustering as it improves search performance. Third,
incorporation of the results of this study into undergraduate and graduate information technology (IT) degree programs.
Keywords Internet, Search Technology, Genetic Algorith m, Informat ion Extract ion, Information Retrieval

1. Introduction
Internet search technology has changed the behaviour of
humanity. About trillions of online searches are co mpleted
yearly globally. Advertisers pay billions of dollars to search
pages providers to market their services[1]. The proposed
intelligent Internet search technology system imp roves the
efficiency and performance of current approaches to
retrieve informat ion on the Internet. This gives intelligent
Internet search technology solution richer scientific and
technological possibilities than any other search
technologies. This research evaluates intelligent Internet
search technology systems as a technological alternative.
The educational and outreach component of this research
focuses on four segments: (1) To incorporate of several
Intelligent Internet Search Technology (I2 ST) modules in
courses at North Carolina A&T State University (NCAT).
(2) To develop an Intelligent Internet Search Technology
(I2 ST) track. (3) Outreach act iv ities to increase public
awareness of I2 ST and its broad impact in society, including
public lectures and the development of a website describing
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I2 ST research at NCAT at a general level.
The rest of this paper is structured as follow: Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 identifies the problem.
Section 4 defines the objectives of our research. Section 5
describes research plan. Section 6 outlines service-oriented
architecture components, section 7 introduces intelligent
clustering based modified genetic algorith m, section 8
illustrates the research prototype, section 9 illustrates the
educational plan, section 10 outline the preliminary results,
and finally the conclusion is given.

2. Related Work
Previous work in data clustering has focused on concepts
similar to Intelligent Clustering Based Modified Genetic
Algorith m. The original genetic algorithm is most
successfully used on data sets because of its simplicity and
its linear t ime co mp lexity. However, it is not feasible to be
used on large data sets[2]. Hierarchal clustering algorithm
creates a structure that reflects the order of divided groups. It
gives better results than K-means if it uses random data
set[3]. A GA-based unsupervised clustering technique
selects cluster centers directly fro m the data set and allows
acceleration of the fitness evaluation via a look-up table. It
saves the distances between all pairs of data points, and uses
binary representation rather than string representation to
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encode a variable number of cluster centers. A limitation of
existing techniques is the inability to adapt over time to
changes in data. Such techniques do not provide a general
architecture that enables any operation to be automatically
optimized for any system. Previous approaches are
essentially examp les of traditional created solutions for
certain environ ments and applications.
An Intelligent Internet Search Technology (I2 ST) using
our modified genetic algorith m and service-oriented
architecture (SOA) improves the efficiency of retriev ing and
clustering data. It reduces cost, resources, time, and
overheads, while minimizing risks. Implement ing I2 ST
provides acceptable benefits in terms of ag ility and integrity .
Much prior work has focused on original genetic
algorith m techniques to improve the quality of data
clustering. These studies are also complementary to our
Intelligent Clustering Based Modified Genetic Algorithm
(ICM GA) and will be leveraged to create base
implementations of ICM GA operations.

3. Problem Identification
3.1. Research Problem
The problems with current search technology are
contradictory information, irrelevant informat ion, inefficient
access to information, lack of data integration, lack of data
control, lack of reality, poor interfaces, redundancy, and
delays[4]. The reason for the research problem is absence of
IT planned processes. The research problem focuses on the
development of I2 ST.

3.2. Research Questions
The question motivating this research is: How can I2 ST
using a modified genetic algorith m and SOA improves the
efficiency of retriev ing and clustering data?
Figure 1 describes the I2 ST that forms the major
components needed for answering the research question.
These components are data sources layer, SOA layer, and
user layer. The data sources are databases, document/files,
data warehouse and the Internet. The service-oriented
architecture includes web services, Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL), and Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB). The users are people, systems, and applications.
3.3. Significance of Research
The significance of our approach is that we engineer a
unique intelligent Internet search technology system with
precisely customized performance by tuning information
retrieval p rocesses and the genetic algorith m during
production.
This is a new way to process and cluster data and
informat ion that allow solid co mposite services to be adapted
for a g iven search application using SOA.
The results of this proposed study also have a significant
impact on do mains of research, economic, weather, health,
underrepresented groups.
For examp le, this research results can be applied in mass
med ia to publish news faster at lower costs. It can be applied
in health to solve disease diagnosis and disease prediction
problems. It can be used as a tool to solve the problem of
booking an airline ticket that is growing more difficult, and
things are going to get worse.

Figure 1. Internet Search Technology (I2 ST)
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4. Research Objective
Achieving our three main objectives ensure that an
intelligent Internet search technology system based on a
modified genetic algorith m using SOA is developed. Our
objectives are developing an intelligent informat ion retrieval
system, developing a novel genetic algorith m, and
incorporating the results of this study into undergraduate and
graduate Informat ion Technology (IT) degree programs.
We conduct three activit ies to develop an intelligent
informat ion retrieval system. We integrate concepts and
approaches of search methodologies, information ext raction,
intelligent informat ion retrieval, clustering, and data
warehousing. We conduct three activities to develop a novel
genetic algorith m. We build utility agent to collect relevant
results about a user's query, check results with queries, and
grouping relevant results into clusters. To incorporate the
results of this study into undergraduate and graduate
Information Technology (IT) degree programs, two act ivities
are involved. These are establishing several I2 ST modules in
courses at North Carolina A&T State University (NCAT),
developing an I2 ST track consisting of 2-4 courses to be
incorporated into upper level undergraduate and lower level
graduate degree programs.
The objective of this research provides a solution to a very
specific problem instance in the area of search technology.
The solution is an efficient and co mputerized I2 ST. This I2 ST
implements an Architected Rapid Applicat ion Develop ment
(ARAD) prototype model to validate the results of the search
engine, IE and IR.
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The study is culminated with a preliminary version of an
intelligent clustering based modified genetic algorith m that
has been evaluated by domain scientists to improve the
productivity of the information integration application.

5. Research Plan
The research plan has three phases, with each focused on a
specific layer of I2 ST that is structured to develop this I2 ST
system. Figure 2 shows 5 levels of I2 ST. These levels are
based on layers of data sources, SOA, and user. They consist
of user intelligent interface level, web database level,
application level, data upload level, and data warehouse
level.
Phase One is an in-depth study of I2 ST system. Phases
Two and Three are proof of valid ity of I2 ST. We perform
three experimental tasks with in each phase: (1) modeling and
characterizing data sources, (2) preparing and characterizing
SOA co mponents, and (3) characterizing users. Our model
provides prototyping stage developer with outlines to follow.
Many of the I2 ST system are synthesized by our students.

6. Service-Oriented Architecture
Because SOA is a growing successful paradig m, we can
develop this project to get smoothly integrated and reused
web services[5][6].

Figure 2. I2 ST Levels
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Figure 3. Intelligent Information Retrieval Lifecycle Architecture

Furthermore, SOA allows develop ment of a flexible and
adaptable infrastructure for the project faster at lower
cost[7][8][9][10][11][12][13]. Therefo re, Serv ice-Oriented
Architecture is a central part of our concept. I2 ST
implements dynamic service capabilities and intelligent
clustering based on a modified genetic algorithm; it applies
reasoning and flexib le service workflows[14][15][16][17].
As our research focuses on the development of intelligent
Internet search technology based modified genetic algorithm
using service-oriented architecture, it introduces intelligent
informat ion retrieval lifecycle architecture that has the
ability to adapt over time to changes in subjects of topics of
desired data. Figure 3 describes the intelligent information
retrieval lifecycle arch itecture[12].

6.1.1. Search, Extract, Intelligent Information Retrieval
(SEIIR) Web Service
The first operation involves Search Engine (SE) that
searches the web and/or local databases for a query string.
This operation returns only unique web addresses and/or
unique documents. The second operation is Information
Extraction (IE) that extracts text fro m the source code of web
documents. The third operation is Intelligent Information
Retrieval (IIR) that retrieves top ranked documents that are
relevant to the query strings[22][23]. This operation involves
document/query representation, document ranking, ret rieval
modeling, and retrieval quality evaluation.

6.1. Web Services (WS)

6.1.2. Intelligent Modified Clustering Based Genetic
Algorith m (IM CGA) Web Service

The I2 ST system publishes and consumes two web
services to perform operations. These services exchange
informat ion with each other. Exchange of information can be
as simp le as data passing from a browser to a web
server[18][19][20]. Data that is passed fro m a browser is a
query string. It is the input of the first web service. The
output of first web service is a query string identifier.
This output is the input for the second web service. Output
of second web service is the result of clustering. This
architecture allows a new approach to the design and
compilation of service-based solutions and environments
[21]. The services’ operations include:

The Intelligent Modified Clustering Genetic Algorith m
(IM CGA) web service performs operations that cluster top
ranked documents. IM CGA supports a flexible service
composition while having the ability to improve its
efficiency over time. While systems can be made bigger,
modern b reakthroughs make systems smarter.
The
orchestrations of modified genetic algorith m service and
SEIIR service provide flexible service workflows that can
quickly adapt to changes. Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) co mposes, or orchestrates, the services
into business flows. Also, web services can generate very
large amounts of data.
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Once the intelligent clustering based modified genetic
algorith m is put in p lace, the desired service item can be
requested. Upon this initial request, the first generation of
informat ion retrieval is randomly generated, wh ich can lead
to a slight decrease in efficiency. What makes up for this
initial sacrifice in performance is that as the workflow
processes informat ion, the algorithm creates a new
generation of logic and the results are assessed based on
goodness of fit to results. As new logic workflows are
developed, they can be selected and mutated to produce
better results. As this process continues, eventually the
operation IIR can match user requirements in such a way to
enable increased efficiencies over time. Upon delivery of the
user request, the generation cycle is terminated.
Chro mosomes are encoded to represent a genetic
algorith m and to be parsed into tree structures. Currently, our
intelligent modified genetic algorithm stores each
chromosome as a sequence of characters that represent the
documents. The order of the characters in our chro mosomes
is of g reat importance and no repeats are allo wed. Tradit ional
genetic algorithms use a series of bits which represent in turn
a series of operations and values. Using crossovers in the
source code of our modified genetic algorith m decreases the
efficiency of the algorithm mo re than it lowers the amount of
generations required. With our current generation loop using
only varying degrees of mutations, we expect that we are
creating the same chro mosomes wh ich would result fro m
crossovers. The proposed intelligent modified genetic
algorith m is simp ly a way to go through a vast number of
possible solutions with greater speed and efficiency than
other strategies. With or without crossovers, our intelligent
modified genetic algorith m should arrive at the same value.
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6.2. Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
The orchestration of web services is supported by
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)[24]. In the
study solution of this research, the process is simp ly
designed, deployed, monitored, and admin istered within a
framework provided by Oracle BPEL Process Manager.
BPEL enables lin king SEIIR and IMCGA services as one
piece of a process.
Figure 4 describes intelligent BPEL process construction.
The diagram illustrates the interaction between the BPEL
process and invoked web services that represent the external
component. These include SEIIR and IM CGA web services.
The diagram exp lains the interaction between BPEL p rocess
and external clients that invoke intelligent BPEL processes
as a web service. BPEL processes consist of Partner Links
coupled with WSDL files for expressing BPEL p rocess
interactions with the external co mponents. The core BPEL
process is implemented at runtime.
6.3. Enterprise Service B us (ESB)
ESB is the services’ loosely coupled groundwork using
SOA to provide improved business flexibility, reusability,
and largely reaction in message-oriented environments
applying industry standards[25]. Research shows, ESB
transforms and routs intelligent in formation fro m an
operational database to data warehouse.
6.4. Oracle Applicati on Service (OAS)
OAS is standards-based software system server. It enables
complete platform integration for executing SEIIR, IM CGA,
and intelligent BPEL process. The results of this research are
deployed, executed and tested using OAS.

Figure 4. Intelligent Search PBEL Process
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7. Intelligent Clustering Based Modified
Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm is a robust and efficient search and
optimization technique that was inspired by evolutionary
biology and co mputation research[26][27][28][29]. The GA
uses a fixed-length bit string[11]. We propose development
of an ICM GA algorith m to optimize our solution for data
clustering to imp rove the efficiency and performance of
retriev ing a proper informat ion results that satisfy our user’s
needs. ICM GA can use several mutation operators
simu ltaneously to produce the next generation. This series of
random mutation processes depend on the best fitness of the
chromosome in the population and relies on high relevancy
as well. The mutation operation guarantees the success of
ICM GA for data clustering since it expands the search. So
the mo re effective mutation operators are, the g reater the
effects on the genetic process. Finally, the ICM GA for data
clustering gives the user the needed documents based on the
similarity between query matching and relevant document
mechanis ms. The results obtained fro m the intelligent web
search are very optimal.
7.1. Data Preparation and Clustering
Intelligent clustering and learn ing establishes groups of
users exhib iting similar browsing patterns and provides
useful knowledge. In order to cluster a set of documents, the
documents are assigned a number. Once a nu mber is
assigned, the numbers are grouped together, creating the
clusters. Once the clusters are created, the relevancy of the
corresponding document to the other documents can be
determined, and an overall cluster score can be calculated.
Once a set of documents is obtained, each unique document
is given a number that will act as a document abstraction
through the clustering process.

The purpose of our clustering algorithm is to divide a set
of N docu ments into K clusters, where the sum of distances
D between clusters' documents is the least possible. This
means that when the clustering algorith m has been
completed, the set will be d ivided into K proper subsets with
no documents in mo re than one such subset of the documents.
Each subset has the closest grouping of documents possible
with K clusters.
In our clustering algorith m, each document is stored both
as a set of weights and a set of words to which the weights
correspond. The set of weights is the ratio of each word's
occurrences to the sum of the occurrences of all wo rds in the
document. Figure 5 describes ICM GA algorith m[11].
To simplify some of the computations involved, each
document's set of words contains every word that appears in
any of the other documents, but with a weight of zero if it
does not actually occur within that document. Euclidean
distance is used in computing the similarity to quantify the
distance between the documents in each cluster[30]. We use
the average of the distances between all documents in each
cluster to each other, as if they were points in an
n-dimensional space, as our “quality” for each cluster. In an
n-dimensional space, n is the number of words in each
document. The follo wing math is used to find D, the average
distance between the documents in the ith cluster of set C of
clusters[11].

P
= Ci × Ci

d ( A, B=
)

Figure 5. The Algorithm

(1)

( A1 − B1 ) 2 + ( A2 − B2 ) 2 + ... + ( A A − B B ) 2 (2)
P

1
D = ( ) d ( Pi0 , Pi1 )
P i =1

∑

(3)
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The variable P is used to hold the Cartesian product of the
set of documents in the cluster with itself, creating a set of
pairs of documents. Each pair in P contains two documents
fro m within the cluster, and to find the average distance
between any two docu ments in the cluster, each pair's
distance will need to be co mputed. The function d is the
Euclidean distance between two sets. We calculate D, the
average distance between the documents in Ci , by finding the
sum of all d istances of P's elements and finding the quotient
of that and the cardinality of P.
7.2. The Algorithm
In this paper, the structure of a genetic algorith m is
modified to hold mult iple populations in the population
space. We design the Intelligent Clustering Based Modified
Genetic Algorith m (ICM GA ) using artificial intelligence
methodology, not geometric approaches, to solve the
clustering problem.
Our proposed method uses a genetic algorith m to find an
ideal clustering solution instead of a more mathematical
method such as the K-means algorith m. This key d ifference
allo ws for more adaptive behavior within our clustering
method. The proposed algorithm does not have a
normalizat ion step as it does not use centroids to define the
clusters like the t raditional clustering method. This research
builds a utility-based intelligent agent that implements a
faster genetic algorithm with greater efficiency than the
original algorith m. The clustering process involves a series
of mutations that will evolve over time taking only mutations
with a h igh relevancy, and mutating those further.
7.2.1. Fitness
The fitness of an individual is computed based on the
“distances” between the words or other tracked items
appearing within a docu ment. The items are co mpared by
their weights, mean ing the ratio of their appearances to the
total sum o f words in the document. These weights are then
treated as if they were coordinated for the document's point
on an n-dimensional grid, where n is the number of different
words appearing within the set of documents being clustered
by ICM GA algorithm.
In the ICM GA algorith m, an individual with a lower
fitness value actually represents a solution of greater quality
than one with a greater fitness value. This is because the
quality of the clustering solution is the closeness of the items
being clustered. On ly the most individual fit is passed on to
the next generation.
The fitness for a chro mosome is found through repetition
of the math used for finding the similarity of the documents
in a cluster. For each chromosome in the generation, the
fitness is computed by finding the average of the similarities
for each cluster. By using this method, the fitness is also the
average distance between any two documents in any one
cluster in the solution.
7.2.2. Mutation
Mutation changes the population to produce the best
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solution. The ICM GA clustering process involves a series of
mutations that will evolve over time taking only the
mutations with a h igh relevancy, and mutating those further.
The ICM GA algorith m uses a one-point mutation. Either a
single document's position is moved through the
chromosome, switching its place in the clusters with another
document, or the point at which a cluster is organized is
moved. Through the repeated use of this type of mutations,
the solution can create a generation consisting of a mult itude
of clustering possibilities.
To further increase the genetic diversity present in each
generation of the ICM GA, the algorith m includes additional
step where a new individual is added to the population. This
individual is randomly generated with each generation
iterated, to create additional d iversity, even without the
inclusion of crossover step in the algorithm.
7.2.3. Crossover
The proposed algorithm would build new chro mosomes
out of sections from t wo different chromosomes creating
new generations with greater diversity. The lower nu mber of
required generations reduces efficiency, however.
Chro mosomes are encoded to represent a genetic
algorith m and to be parsed into tree structures. Currently, our
genetic algorith m stores each chromosome as a sequence of
characters representing the documents. The order of the
characters in our chromosomes is of great importance and no
repeats are allowed. Trad itional genetic algorith ms use a
series of bits which represent a series of operations and
values. Using crossovers in the source code of our genetic
algorith m reduces the efficiency of the algorithm mo re than
it lo wers the number of generations required.
With just our current generation loop using only varying
degrees of mutations, we are probably creating the same
chromosomes that would result from crossovers. The
proposed genetic algorithm is simply a way to go through a
vast number of possible solutions with greater speed and
efficiency than other strategies. With or without crossovers,
our genetic algorithm should arrive at the same value as
using crossover step.

8. Research Prototype
The prototype of this research is a simu lation of the
conceptual solution which can be applied in a real world. The
conceptual solution includes an applicat ion of a prototyping
model that can be used by any organization[31]. The study of
this research implements Architected Rapid Application
Develop ment (ARAD) prototype model[32].
In this research, the prototype intelligent processes are
Information Retrieval (IR) and Clustering Modified Genetic
Algorith m (CM GA). The system that will be developed
based on the prototype receives users’ query. Then, it returns
sets of distinctive documents with the highest score of
similarity between the query string and each document.
The system consists of three types of projects. (1) Projects
that provide services. These are SEIIR (Search, Ext raction,
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and Informat ion Retrieval) and CM GA (Clustering Modified
Genetic Algorithm). (2) A project that defines flow of action
in the application. The IIRLABPEL project. It invokes
projects that provide services. (3) A web front-end project
called the IIRLAUserInterface is provided such that the
system can be invoked by the users.
The projects are invoked in the fo llowing order. When a
user enters a query string using the IIRLA UserInterface
project, this action invokes the IIRLABPEL pro ject. The
IIRLABPEL project defines the main flow of the system.
The SEIIR project receives the query string and returns
query IDs. The CM GA project clusters the documents and
writes document IDs, the query IDs, and the cluster name to
the database.
The application of this research integrates SOA suite
technologies such as BPEL and uses them to invoke web
services in a defined flow sequence. The web services are
independent of each other and are generated in the same way.
The requirements of the prototype’s system are translated
into an object oriented data model. The model is transformed
into object class databases that store the data. The design of
data modeling is an essential phase of this research. It is a
description of the databases and its structure.
In this research, the solution involves designing
architecture of a real-t ime data warehouse using SOA.
Variable data fro m d ifferent bundled database systems will
be obtained and captured by a web service.
The techniques of walkthrough are proven experimental
assessment approaches to evaluate the usability of a system
application[33]. This research conducts contextualized
usability assessment walkthrough technique that examines
the prototype. The walkthrough method evaluates the
different phases of the research process[34]. During the
system evaluation phase, the examiners will evaluate the
interfaces that are related to real ro les and real users.
The walkthrough examiners of this study are professors,
researchers, and SOA engineers. They identify different
types of problems. These include design, development,
testing, usability, and maintenance problems. They verify
that the prototype satisfies the requirements of this research.
Also, the prototype will be evidence that proves the new
concept is valid, the solution is conceptualized, and the
findings answer the research question and solve the research
problem.

9. Education Plan
The education plan is based on the following two
objectives:
1) Developing several Intelligent Internet Search
Technology (I2 ST) modules in courses at North Carolina
A&T State Un iversity (NCAT).
2) Developing an I2 ST track consisting of 2-4 courses to
be incorporated into upper level undergraduate and lower
level graduate degree programs.
The achievement of these objectives provides the students

with skills that are required for developing Intelligent
Internet Search Technology (I2 ST) projects. The students
will learn new technologies, techniques, and tools. The
technologies include an array of programming languages,
web services, business process execution language,
enterprise business bus, and others. the techniques include
intelligent web development. The tools include the different
hardware and software platforms for developing the I2 ST
projects.
The integration of the research and education plan is
achieved as part of the education plan. The students will
work on the projects to validate new concepts that solve
problems in different areas. They will publish their results in
journals and present it in conferences as well.
In the past year, the students at North Caro lina A&T State
University (NCAT) published and presented several papers
in IEEE and ASEE conferences[35][36].

10. Preliminary Results
The modified genetic algorithm has been tested on set of
sample data. The data is based on 50 generations/iterations of
the modified genetic algorith m or the original genetic
algorith m respectively, using the same random sample set of
15 documents with 600 words each.
The results listed in Table 3 were collected over 15 test
runs of both clustering methods on the same data set. The
table shows the statistics collected fro m ICM GA and original
genetic algorithm to demonstrate their relative performance
capabilit ies. The values given are the fitness of the final
clustering solution generated by each run, which means that
the lower fitness are fro m better solutions, while h igher
fitness values are worse solutions. As each method uses a
random starting point, there is room for variat ion in
solutions.
Table 1. CMGA and Original GA Performance
ICMGA

Original GA

Maximum

1.55273

1.75365

Average

1.45827

1.56770

Minimum

1.24463

1.31158

Fro m this data, we can observe that on average, the
performance our ICM GA algorithm excels that of the
original genetic algorith m. The test runs did not find as good
a solution with the original genetic algorith m as the best
solution from the ICM GA algorith m, and even the worst
solution fro m the ICM GA algorith m is of better fitness than
the average solution fro m original genetic algorith m.
While the data collected does not represent all possible
input cases, and cannot claim to represent all of them, the
ICM GA algorith m tends to exceed the performance shown
by the clustering process we had used previously.
The main objective of this research is to address the
applicability of potential intelligent clustering based
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modified genetic algorith m (ICM GA ) to solve the efficiency
and limitation problems in data clustering.
The proposed algorithm solution has marked ly increased
the success of document clustering and relevancy between a
query and relevant documents. The intelligent clustering
based modified genetic algorithm (ICM GA) had a
marginally high efficiency and performance than simp le
original GA due to the concurrent mutation processes with a
high relevancy. The preliminary results show that the
proposed algorith m outperforms orig inal GA. The proposed
algorith m ensures high level of accuracy due to removal of
irrelevant information.
Intelligent data clustering is a challenging research
problem that arises in many applications. This modified
Genetic Algorithm can be used for many different
applications requiring data mining, in formation retrieval,
computational biology, text categorization and image
annotation.
The ICM GA algorith m enhances an organization’s ability
to collect informat ion faster at lower costs and to make
accurate decisions. Imp lementing ICM GA provides
acceptable benefits in terms of agility and integrity. The
orchestrations of clustering modified genetic algorith m by
applying SOA principles and concepts allow flexib le service
workflows to be immediately adjusted to modificat ions and
make systems smarter.
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